Immense Animal Suffering
Dogs Deserve Better
Public Safety
Rabies positive dogs are being moved to supply highly-populated cities that are often dog meat eating hot spots

Dog Meat And Rabies
Unregulated movement of dogs spreads rabies

Mass vaccination of dogs will help eliminate the fatal virus
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Immense Animal Suffering
Once stolen or collected from the streets, the dogs are taken on a journey tightly packed into small cages with no food, water or rest. They are often sick and injured. They are all terrified...

Illegality Of The Trade
The dog meat trade operates in breach of existing laws and regulations pertaining to human health and animal welfare; and must be stopped!

Dogs Deserve Better
Dogs deserve the right to be protected from cruelty, and to be recognized as companion animals

Whilst only a minority of Indonesians consume dog meat – in fact it is estimated that just 7% of the population nationwide ever consumes dog meat – the trade threatens the health and safety of the whole country.

Less than 7% of Indonesians consume dog meat